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ABSTRACT

In a sustainable development paradigm there must be a direct influence and a social responsible relationship between user, designer, and manufacturer. The different stakeholders’ interactions should be based on a dynamic influence of their needs. The challenge is to understand those needs, translate and monitor them through life cycle of products or processes. The use of Value Analysis method (namely functional analysis, main phase of that methodology) and its integration with Cleaner Production, allows the development of a methodology that helps the definition of stakeholders needs and their transposition to the design, manufacturing and use phases. Due to the functional approach, without technical solution in the problem definition, this kind of analysis should stimulate the creativity and the innovation.

In this methodology the study subject is defined in terms of functions, quantified with technical, environmental and social criteria, in order to create a true dialogue platform between who orders and the designer, manufacturer or supplier. This approach enables to adjust either the evolution of the different needs and the objectives to be attained. For the development of the work, namely the designer’s one it is very important that since the beginning of the study the main objectives and constraints are defined. All this work is made by a multidisciplinary team with people representing the main areas related to the study subject. The methodology allows the quantification of the functional performance (taken into account technical, social and environmental aspects) of a study subject and also all the costs related with materials, water, energy and human resources. The relationship between them will allow to quantify the Sustainable Value. In this paper we present the theoretical structure of the developed methodology and also its main results in several case studies.

INTRODUCTION

Within a market economy that will inevitably reach a breaking point, if the current tendency is kept, it is essential to review the relationship between demand and supply in order to satisfy present needs and protect future ones. Only with more demanding consumers together with more social responsible organisations will it be possible to change market dynamics. Therefore organisations need to change the way they behave – by orienting their management towards Sustainable Development, the way they produce – do more with less environmental and social impacts, the way they inform – in a transparent and responsible way and the way they sell – by offering environmental and social more adequate products. The opinion and needs of the different stakeholders, internal and external ones, can not be neglected in each step of an organisation activity. There must be a direct influence and a social responsible relationship between user, designer, and manufacturer. The different stakeholders’ interactions should be based on a dynamic influence of their needs.
Creativity and innovation must be managed in a more demanding way and oriented towards design and development of products, so that functional and technical needs are taken into account together with environmental and social ones. This has not been totally assumed and achieved yet by organisations. It is therefore essential to develop and provide organisations with management methods and tools that help them to implement Sustainable Development concept in their daily activities [Duarte et al. 2005]. To achieve it, they must analyse the needs of the different actors along the products’ life cycle, so that they can understand them and eventually influence them positively. With this purpose, and trying to apply it to the Portuguese industrial context, a methodology was developed which leads company to create Sustainable Value [Henriques et al. 2006]. It will help in the definition of stakeholders needs and their transposition to the design, manufacturing and use phases.

In this context Sustainable Value is the relationship between satisfaction of needs by the study subject and the amount of resources needed to attain it. The methodology here proposed, based on Sustainable Value concept, uses functional analysis, main phase of Value Analysis method [Henriques et al. 2003], and its integration with Cleaner Production [Peneda et al. 2001]. It allows the quantification of the functional performance (which takes into account economical, social and environmental aspects) of a study subject and also estimates all the costs related with materials, packages, energy, water, labour, equipment, waste, emission, waste water, noise, emissions and waste management and will therefore make possible to measure Sustainable Value.

FROM NEED TO MANUFACTURE

Every organization should be in a dynamic relationship with the client and the product (goods and services) (Fig. 1) and therefore it will try to provide product solutions that better satisfy its clients’ needs [Alexandre et al. 2006].

![Figure 1, The key elements of demand and supply side](image)

In the process of supplying or reformulating a product in the market two essential aspects must be considered: if the need is not correctly defined the product risks to satisfy in only 50% the user’s needs and it is during the conception phase that not only 75% of the product costs are defined but also most of its life cycle impacts. Therefore it is essential to understand how the needs translation can be improved in order to facilitate the process of products conception and production.
Needs
In order to better understand what is meant by need, the main reasons that lead a client to buy a product (good or service) must be defined. He can do it either to answer to something vital (necessary), or to satisfy a desire (a will that can be suggested or provoked) or to make a dream come true (an illusion difficult to express) [Virely et al. 2003].

From the EN1325-1 standard, need is what is necessary for or desired by the user, a need can be declared or undeclared; it can be an existing one or a potential one. The needs of potential clients change because they depend on numerous conditions. Therefore any organisation that wants to evolve must anticipate those needs.

Those variables include technological, social, economic and environmental aspects (Fig. 2). For the last decades different events have contributed to change the reasons that lead to products acquisition: mass production in the 30’s, consuming revolution in the 60’s, petroleum crisis in the 70’s, new markets competition in the 80’s, multinationals in the 90’s and the sensitisation for environmental impacts in the beginning of this century [Virely et al. 2003].

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Standard</td>
<td>Use</td>
<td>Cost</td>
<td>Innovation</td>
<td>Brand and Image</td>
<td>Environment consideration</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The needs change and so does the reason to buy products

Figure 2, Reasons to buy products

If needs and products evolve, all the related processes and actors must also go along with this evolution.

Functional Analysis
Functional Analysis is the main phase of Value Analysis method and is based on the concept that a product/process (study subject) is evaluated through its performance. User refers to all the elements that interact with study subject (therefore it includes the supplier, producer, distributors, clients, etc.). Functional Analysis – is defined as “a process that results in a comprehensive description of the functions and their relationships, which may be systematically characterised, classified and evaluated” [EN 1325-1]. Functional Analysis approach can be oriented towards the reformulation of an existing product or process or to the conception of a new one: Functional Analysis oriented towards the product or to the need. Functional Analysis begins with the identification of functions which translate the needs, and then its characterisation.

In order to facilitate the conversion from needs to functions the study of the way the product interacts with the elements of its environment, along its life cycle, is required. Those interactions will enable to identify the needs of the various elements and to translate them into functions. A useful tool to accomplish this task, graphically, is APTE approach (APplication aux Techniques d’Entreprise) [AFAV 1989], where the different elements that interact with the product are drawn in a graph around the study subject and through the lines representing the actions over the product most of the needs the product must fulfil are identified.

After listing them, functions must be characterised, this comprising two aspects: qualification and quantification. In the qualification the physic phenomenon (actions) over which the product will act or be influenced in order to satisfy consumers, will be expressed in words. The quantification will be done through criteria in order to measure the effect of the product over the physic phenomenon. From a Sustainable Development point a view those criteria
must consider economic, environmental and social aspects which implies taking into account the different stakeholders involved with the study subject.

Due to the functional approach, without technical solution in the problem definition, this kind of analysis should stimulate the creativity and the innovation.

Functional Analysis will enable to question the existence and usability of products and to provide real data that will allow product design managers to verify its tangible (use) and intangible (esteem) components.

**Design process**

"Design is a creative activity whose aim is to establish the multi-faceted qualities of objects, processes, services and their systems in whole life-cycles. Therefore, design is the central factor of innovative humanisation of technologies and the crucial factor of cultural and economic exchange." [ICSID 2007].

In the design process a real problem is analysed and after gathering the necessary information, the solution, which at the moment gives a better answer to it, is searched. It is an iterative process and therefore a final validation is necessary about the accomplishment of the initial aims. In Sustainable Value methodology all the work is developed by a multidisciplinary team with representatives from the different areas related to the study subject. Therefore the presence of a designer is also essential. If Functional Analysis and design phases are compared it will be noticed that the problems have always to do with non satisfied needs that will be characterised by functions (Fig. 3).

![Design process diagram](image)

**Figure 3. From problem to solution**

The next step, after the definition of the problem is to look for solutions. Their economical, technical and environmental viability will be analysed as well as their functional performance therefore allowing choosing the solution with a higher Sustainable Value for the study subject. The design process is part of this approach of analysing problems in order to find solutions. Its importance is mainly evident in the conception of more eco efficient products, once it is during this phase that decisions are taken about its life cycle, from raw materials extraction to production, distribution and use.

The importance of thinking about materials and its origin, processing, application, maintenance, use, recyclability and final deposition, is becoming essential in the design process, being some of these phases of the life cycle the target of specific legislation.
In the design process it is necessary to integrate and balance not only technical and economical elements but also the environmental and social ones in order to induce best practices in production and consumption and to help companies to anticipate environmental and social costs related to products life cycle. The designer is the one that, working in a team, will try to materialise needs and whenever possible induce wishes. He is the manager of tangible and intangible elements.

**SUSTAINABLE VALUE APPROACH**

The integration of Value Analysis and Cleaner Production led to the Sustainable Value methodology (settled in a manual with the same name developed by the paper’s authors) [Catarino et al. 2007]. This approach covers the aspects presented above which are centred on the definition of the various stakeholders’ needs and on its transfer till production including the design process. The organisation and its products and/or processes are then evaluated through the relationship between their functional performance and the necessary resources to fulfil them, which means their Sustainable Value.

Data is gathered, analysed and supplied in order to help top management decisions. The methodology is divided into eight phases:

During the two first phases real data about the organisation profile, the objectives to be attained with the project, as well as the definition of the working team and the study subject is gathered. In the global inventory the input and output data of the process is defined and quantified (labour conditions, materials, packages, water, energy, products, waste, emissions and noise).

It is during Function Analysis phase that the product or process will be seen in a different way by questioning whom will it suit, which it its objective and what will interact with. It is by analysing the answer to those three questions that needs will be characterised and translated into functions, those being characterised by criteria and quantified by levels. Companies will define the most adequate criteria to characterise the functions of the study subject. Those criteria must take into account the three elements of Sustainability.

Some of the possible criteria to be considered are presented as an example. It is not an exhaustive list as the specificity of each study subject and its functions will imply different criteria:
- non conformities (parts, air, noise, emissions, etc);
- quantities (operations, products, auxiliary materials, danger materials, waste, etc);
- quantity of energy used;
- renewable energy (%);
- reused water;
- clients satisfaction;
- materials complexity;
- recycling potential;
- level of professional training;
- number of handicap employees.

In every case study developed until now, Sustainable Value of the study subject has been estimated through the weighted sum of every function over the cost of the involved resources.
But the gathering and treatment of information allows more precise analysis, such as the estimation of Value for each function which will allow, for example, the company to make a comparison between study subjects having a function in common (Fig. 4).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Function designation (Fd):</th>
<th>Criterion (C)</th>
<th>existent level (el)</th>
<th>desirable level (dl)</th>
<th>attained level (at)</th>
<th>degree of flexibility (df)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>technical and environmental</td>
<td>Cu</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Need is expressed by functions, those being characterised by criteria and quantified by levels (el), (dl) and flexibility degrees (df).

The different criteria and their flexibility degrees give information to the designer where the freedom to work and the constraints are higher.

The existent performance of the function can be measured by (el) and then compare it with the attained level of the solution (at).

The function cost was estimated in a matrix where the total cost of the involved resources was distributed by each function.

Figure 4. From need to Value

After Functional Analysis a synthesis of the detected problems at functional, environmental social and economical level, is made. This synthesis will enable the working team (where the designer is included) to become aware of some of the main aspects (problems) to be faced during ideas generation for improvement. The viability of implementation of the ideas generated is then evaluated leading to the preparation of an action plan. The aim of the application of Sustainable Value methodology within an organisation can be the analysis of either a manufacturing process (or part of it), or an existing or non existing product. When it is an existing one the analysis of the associated process will also be made.

PILOT PROJECT

DEUSA project was pioneer in the application of Sustainable Value methodology. Seven companies from Aveiro region, mainly from metal mechanics sector were involved. There were various study subjects and the methodology was applied either to processes or products and their processes (wheel for tubeless tyre, wood stove, solar panel and oil stick process).

One of the main objectives of the Project was the promotion of companies Eco-efficiency through the implementation of preventive management strategies and tools:

Cleaner Production: to do more with a higher quality with less materials, energy, water and pollution;

Value Analysis: to evaluate the effect of performance improvement (economical, environmental and social) of the product and/or process in creating more Value for the company.
This kind of application intended to raise the opportunities of increasing Sustainable Value of companies and their products; to develop new competences in order to create more responsible organisations and to promote a demonstration effect.

Work within companies was implemented by applying Sustainable Value manual phases. Together with the application several working meetings took place within the enterprise, thematic workshops were accomplished and information was exchanged through an informatics platform. This project allowed validating the Sustainable Value methodology and its applicability to different study subjects. For all of them an increase of Sustainable Value was attained (Fig. 5).

![Figure 5, Value results in DEUSA Project](image)

For the companies where the study subject was the reformulation of a product, designers participated, since the beginning, in the working team. This allowed them to get a detailed briefing of the problem and to contribute in a more effective way to the definition of more sustainable solutions for the product and its process.

**Main results**

With the adopted methodology, the project enabled the companies involved to obtain results in different aspects, beyond increasing their Sustainable Value at:

**Information level:**
- environmental diagnosis for the production process; costs identification and reduction and improvement of internal communication;

**Environmental aspects:**
- consumption reduction in what concerns materials, energy and water; preventive approach to waste and reduction of toxic dispersion;

**Strategic management:**
- organisation eco-efficiency improvement; organisation competitiveness improvement; adoption by the enterprise of a socially more responsible behaviour and Sustainable Value increase;

**And at conception level:**
- improvement in the definition of clients' needs and of the objectives to be attained in the development of new products as well as in monitoring their functional development.
The application of the methodology also leads to the adoption of more Corporate Social Responsible behaviour by the companies as well as to the increase of their competitiveness. It shows a high potential to be used as an operational tool for the development of sustainability at entrepreneurial level.

CONCLUSIONS

Sustainable Value methodology enables not only to inquire stakeholders’ needs and measure its satisfaction through specific metrics but also to sensitize those stakeholders for Sustainable Development requirements. It is an iterative process that allows adjusting the characterisation of those needs according to their evolution. The elements that interact with the study subject along its life cycle have therefore a dialogue platform with well defined criteria that enable to validate its objectives.

The work developed by a multidisciplinary team allows knowledge sharing and adoption of eco efficiency concept, changing behaviours and opening participants’ minds to eodesign and design for sustainability questions. With this approach design process is easier because the study subject is analysed through different points of view, thus allowing identifying and characterising the needs / problems. Data is gathered in a form (problems synthesis) where the identified problems are listed, this being the starting point for the development of ideas to improve the sustainable profile of the study subject.

Design will be an important tool and could be used to change the market centred products into product service systems. However, to achieve this it is necessary to change mentalities. Only with more demanding clients, informed and sensitised to Sustainable Development needs, the tendency will change towards “demanding influencing supplying”.

This will imply changes in organisations functioning, requiring a systemic approach to problems and net working (cooperation). It is essential to operationalize Sustainable Development, through products and processes optimisation. For this purpose it is necessary to involve the potentialities of existing methodologies and to develop new ones profiting from the synergies and complementarities between them.

The development and application of Sustainable Value methodology as a result of different approaches (functional analysis, pollution prevention, eco-efficiency, eco-design, life cycle thinking) took advantage of their synergies and complementarities. The output of this work was the improvement of the companies Sustainable Value, translated into the increase of processes and products performance in the three main areas of Sustainable Development. The Design process becomes more accurate, due to a better definition and control of stakeholders’ needs. Nowadays, those needs must include intangible, environmental and social aspects. This methodology allows collecting the main information and searching the solutions that better satisfy them in order to achieve more sustainable products and processes.
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